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I spent ten years as a guitar-obsessive before settling down to another ten
years in the commercial property industry - first as a building manager and
then as a retail leasing executive - where all the exciting possibilities of
localised, retail economies began to boil away in my mind.
I hold a Graduate Diploma in Sustainability Studies from Curtin University and a
Diploma in Property Services (Agency Management) from Kaplan International,
plus the Certificate of Executive Business District Management from Rutgers
University USA.
I currently hold the positions of Economic Development Coordinator for the
City of Fremantle and Treasurer for Economic Development Australia –
Western Australia division.
A Beautiful City is a project to enhance retail places in cities. Conceived in
2010 and now finding its feet, it’s a social enterprise organisation providing
footfall monitoring and consultancy and some other things which can be seen
at www.abeautifulcity.com
Contact A Beautiful City at any time to give us something to chew on!
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Degraves Lane, Melbourne. 2009. Source: the author.
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Abstract
Sophisticated city governments everywhere are making claims that they’re
implementing a network of vibrant, retail streets in their city centres for
sustainability. However, serious, deep analysis of the how people, places and
retail combine for a ‘vibrant street’ (or don’t combine) appears to be omitted
entirely. Retail leasing is a framework of reading activity in retail places and
matching it to the narrative of retailers, people, customers, government and
landlords. It crosses between public and private places and supplies
performance measurement criteria useful for all matters of city sustainability.
Retail leasing is available to be understood, and the opportunities to add to a
region’s advantage because of it are within reach. However, some cities
mistakenly and dangerously presume that retail leasing is out of their grasp. It
is not.
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A furniture store makes way for a cigar-and-menswear retailer. Government must recognise the
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1. Introduction

Bay View Terrace, Claremont. July 2008. Source: the author

I argue that the body of literature on modern city development is already
forcing us that way. I also argue that the government must acknowledge the
sensitivities of place management, particularly in the prime retail core of town
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This project aims to explore the relationship between people, retail and places
to determine the sustainability benefits to a region if all three are managed
responsibly. The claim I make is that Perth’s retail shopping strips are not
attending closely to critical elements of place management and as such are
failing to: develop to their potential (socially, culturally and economically),
minimise loss in all those three sectors, and prevent significant decline. I also
claim that what we know as town centres, and variously called around the
world, ‘mainstreets’, ‘downtowns’, ‘high streets’, ‘strip-shopping areas’,
‘central business districts‘ (CBDs) and ‘city centres’ ought to be the most
favoured localities when considering government expenditure on social,
cultural, economic and ecological development.
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 As places host spontaneous contact among people, relationships, ideas
and innovations are built and dismantled, which support a region’s
creativity, diversity, advantage and resilience;
 Spontaneous contact among people has always occurred with the most
intensity, and hence the greatest social and economic benefit, in a
region’s trading places;
 Critical elements which contribute to a region’s trading places have not
been formally recognised and supported;
 Major international governments and small local governments now
acknowledge this and have begun employing retail professionals to
examine the problem;
 Place management is a discipline that is being introduced within
government roles to improve the management of retail places;
 Business improvement districts (BIDs) are emerging as an internationally
adaptable, public-private structure, with better retail place management
capabilities;
 Despite increased retail awareness in cities, retail leasing remains
overlooked or dangerously misrepresented.
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centres, if it is to fulfil its objectives for sustainability in the future. I give
examples of local stories which illustrate before and after effects of this
approach, concluding that retail leasing is the area that is most significant in its
absence and its impact. On the way there, this paper explores the following:
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2. What about me? Re-casting the retailer into the theatre of city places

Jane Jacobs (1916-2006) is an author whose prose defended and promoted
elements in cities which, in her view, were being eroded by the 1960s due to
the popularity of modernist planning. Jacobs asserts that modernist city
planning from the 1930s onward sought to provide ‘order,’ to alleviate society
of some problems (heath and housing, usually), and to take advantage of
opportunities (usually private motor car use) (Jacobs 1984, 1969; Levy 2006).
Such city planning is blamed for the demise in the social, cultural and economic
vitality of town centres (and the environmental sustainability of the bio-region)
due to ‘out-of-town’ shopping centre developments, the loss of public space to
road infrastructure and land-use rules which segment uses in their own zones
(Jacobs 1961). Jacobs’ argument begins as one of master planning and urban
design, claiming that modernist planning perversely creates districts where
‘sidewalk contact’ diminishes (Hospers 2006). She then made a link between
the diminished contact between people on city streets and regional, social and
economic decline. Similarly, she revealed the opposite: a city street with a
vibrant street life contributes to its region’s social and economic sustainability
considerably (Jacobs 1961; Florida 2002). Her 1961 book, the Death and Life of
Great American Cities, is the beginning of her examination into the
relationships between place, social vibrancy and economic growth.
‘Lowly, unpurposeful and random as they appear, sidewalk contacts are
the small change from which a city’s wealth of public life must grow.’
(Jacobs 1961)
She demonstrated that places which support spontaneous contact between
people generate the building and dismantling of relationships, ideas and
innovations faster than areas without ‘sidewalk contact,’ and so they out©2011-2012: A Beautiful City. 29a Quarry Street Fremantle Western Australia 6160
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‘Talk to residents of Georgetown … and by the second or the third
sentence at least you will begin to hear rhapsodies about the charming
restaurants …the uniqueness and friendliness of stores, the pleasures of
running into people when doing errands at the next corner – and
nothing but pride that Georgetown has become a speciality shopping
district for its whole metropolitan area.’ (Jacobs 1961, 93)
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compete their competitors (other cites) (Rosenfelder 2005). Jacobs' insight has
become so demonstrably effective that she remains a master in the eyes of
city-sustainability experts today (Steigerwald 2001; Hospers 2006). 1995 Nobel
Economics Laureate Robert Lucas argues that it is she who is the deserving
recipient of his prize. By Jacobs' own admission, her work was in economic
development:
‘The most important thing I've contributed is my discussion of what
makes economic expansion happen’ (Jacobs, quoted in Steigerwald
2001).

Jane Jacobs (1916-2006)
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Jacobs was early to describe the link ‘unpurposeful’ exchanges of people in the
urban environment has to regional economic sustainability. This paper
illuminates the connection retail places have to the ‘small change’ of street life,
so thriving regional communities can follow.
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Richard Florida is an American professor who has devoted his professional life
to the arguments around regional economic
development and cites Jacobs as a mentor. His
books, ‘The flight of the creative class: the new
global competition for talent’ (2005), and ‘Who’s
your city? How the creative economy is making
where you live the most important decision of
your life’ (2008) are famous for their
innovativeness. A rock music fan, Florida’s work
demonstrates the positive effect mature, local
music scenes have on regional economic
Richard Florida
development, for example. Additionally, his report,
‘There goes the neighbourhood: how and why
bohemians, artists and gays affect regional housing values,’ (Florida and
Mellander 2007) positively ascribes tolerance within a community with
economic growth, but also demonstrates his ability to popularise economic
and social development.
Florida’s themes are summarised in a talk presented at the University of
California in 2008. Within it, he provides the listeners with the ‘playbook’ of
traditional, economic development:
1. If you want your region to grow, you have to create jobs
2. If you need to create jobs, you have to go out and find, or attract
companies
3. To find or attract companies you hand over a gigantic bribe in the form of
tax incentives, infrastructure improvement, or competition-control
(University of California 2008)
To demonstrate, he tells the personal story of Lycos, a start-up technology
company in Pittsburgh, USA, in the 1990s that with local, Mellon University
funding and other assistance was successful within the above, ‘traditional’
©2011-2012: A Beautiful City. 29a Quarry Street Fremantle Western Australia 6160
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3. Come and they will build it: modern economic development somersaults
for sustainability
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model. However, after a period of development Lycos announced it was
moving to Boston, USA. Florida, who was instrumental in the original
Pittsburgh deal of the start-up Lycos, immediately asked his Lycos sources,
‘Why are you leaving!’ The answer, says Florida, altered the course of his
study into economic development forever:
‘We’re leaving to access a large, critical mass of highly-educated, skilled
and creative people, who are already in Boston.’ (University of California
2008)

‘Keep your tax breaks, keep you financialincentive packages, keep your giant infrastructure
projects and all the cloverleaf exchanges you
want to build for us. When we make a decision
on where to put an HP facility - a R&D facility, an
office facility or a factory - we only have one
criteria in mind: We go where the highly skilled
people are.’
(University of California 2008)

Carly Fiorina.

Florida argues that cities must now compete for the ‘highly skilled’s’ attention
(University of California 2008; Florida 2008, 2005, 2002). A question about
places which pays homage to Jacobs’ arguments, but necessarily different for
its time, is: What gives one city competitive advantage over another so to
attract highly skilled people first?
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Florida paraphrased a talk in 2001 by Carly Fiorina, CEO at the time of Hewlett
Packard. Whilst addressing a cohort of fifty US congressmen and women,
Fiorina was asked how a ‘mega-corporation’ like Hewlett Packard can be
attracted to a region. She answered:
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‘… 2.6 percent of the world’s population, living in just ten mega-metros,
produce 21.2% of the world’s economic activity.’ (Florida, Gulden, and
Mellander 2009)
- and to support of Jacobs’ claim that social activity creates cumulative
economic advantage ‘The top 20 cities produce 28% of global economic activity with 4.4% of
global population.’ (Florida, Gulden, and Mellander 2009)
Florida, necessarily, interviews the ‘highly skilled’ – the creative class, as his
book titles suggest – to determine how a city can attract them:

Places that are vital and can sustain a creative renewal of businesses and
people, places that have the characteristics of a great American city, as Jacobs
puts it, where the layers of human interaction themselves attract people,
which combine to propel creativity and innovation that can drive a city’s
economy, have shops in their backdrop (Barrow 2010; Great Britain.
Department for Business Innovation and Skills 2011; Hulme and New Local
Government Network 2009; Perth City Focus Incoporated 2008; The Evening
Standard 2007; The Sun 2010; Tourism WA 2010; United Kingdom.
Department of Business Innovation and Skills 2010; Mainstreet SA 2011; The
Rocks and Circular Quay 2007). The transfers between people, near
merchants, are cited by Jacobs as fundamental in a great city. In descriptions
she provides of greatness, and in Florida’s descriptions, too, a neighbourhood
retailer appears in varied, flexible roles (Florida 2008; Jacobs 1961, 1969;
University of California 2008). In the vibrant-city metanarrative the
independent retailer provides jobs; provides security; provides personal
services outside their primary function; provides light, sound, smells or other
sensory activity; provides complimentary services to other retailers in the area
to create a sense of completed-ness; provides social opportunities; provides
public street maintenance; attracts other investment to the area; is a backdrop
to the lives of growing children; and maintains personal relationships to
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‘… When we go to city we look around. We want to see that there’s
music scenes and art galleries and people on the street and street-level
energy.’ (University of California 2008)
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What is overlooked in current city, social and economic sustainable
development is how a retailer is attracted. Forever playing their role as service
provider, not only for goods and services but to the great meta-story of the
vibrant street, they are not exploited as change agents in community, only as
two-dimensional roles which can be sorted to suit, it seems. Once an
inappropriate retailer is upon a street, it may detract from the vibrant-street
potential and unsustainably withhold the competitive activity of attracting
people. If cities accept that some retailers can lead sustainably themselves,
then the shallow ‘casting’ of retailers is turned around. This doesn’t require
anything different of the retailer (yet) – it requires something different of the
authority in the place: that they research and understand what it is that a
retailer can provide for the area’s sustainability. When upon this, a city may
notice that some retailers bring with them enormous social and economic
assets. Thereafter, the authority can determine how to best encourage those
retailers who can enhance the sustainability of a region, and deter those who
do not.
Upon recognising retailers - retailers with particular, specialised products or
skills which can specifically enhance specific positions within a city due to the
‘chemical reaction’ that occurs, (as recognised by Jacobs), when pieces of a
diverse social-puzzle lock - the city still has a dilemma: How to attract them?
To expand Florida’s paradigm, cities cannot depend upon these ‘perfect’
retailers to ‘appear’ (Florida 2008; University of California 2008). With a highly
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contribute to the social and cultural sustainability of the area (Association of
Town Centre Management 2011; Florida 2002; Florida and Mellander 2007;
Gehl 1987; Jacobs 1961, 1969; Landry 2006; Chamber of Commerce and
Industry Western Australia 2008). All these functions are the ‘quality of life’
elements claimed to be missing when independent retail falters in town
centres (Association of Town Centre Management 2011; Barrow 2010; Florida
2002; Florida and Mellander 2007; Gehl 1987; Hall 2009; Jacobs 1961, 1969;
Landry 2006; New Economics Foundation et al. 2005; The New Statesman
2007; Portas 2011; Great Britain. Deputy Prime Minister 2011; Great Britain.
Department for Business Innovation and Skills 2011; Chamber of Commerce
and Industry Western Australia 2008).
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Location is not everything - the quality of the retailer is. Two premises side by side. One is packed, one is not.
Fremantle. February 2010. Source: the author

Jacobs’ and Florida’s individual research demonstrates how agglomerations of
people grow economies. Florida’s research shows that high order jobs are
‘following the scent’ to cities where a ready supply of talented workers already
are, and that the global spread of talent is becoming denser, not thinner - in
fewer megalopolises (Florida 2005, 2008; Florida, Gulden, and Mellander 2009;
Florida and Mellander 2007). The element that cities must cultivate, says
Florida, is place, so to set up the opportunity for future economic growth and
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mobile creative workforce, though, cities are at head of a great opportunity to
not only cast their ‘vibrant streets’ with retailers, but to do it with the retailers
who are the highly skilled and talented, and who will therefore act
competitively to exploit the meta-stories in the regions for both their and the
city’s sustainability. To borrow a sporting metaphor, this is a vibrant street
double-play: not only is a retailer who enhances a region attracted, but one
who is destructive is avoided.
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sustainability, and to compete for the affections of mobile, highly skilled and
talented people. Guilty as modernist planning was on the virtues of place,
current place management and city sustainability is silent on retail. Florida’s
interviewees support Jacobs’ call for town centres that sustain the ‘small
change’ of street life which builds civic participation, innovation and diversity.
Florida’s sustainable economic development is dependent on ‘street-level
energy’ too, which is always cited in the context of a vibrant retail street.
Merchants and retail activity are already written into the script, but have not
been given any lines. How a community’s government, people, businesses,
and other organisations plans and manages retail shops must be confronted.
This paper will continue to ask that if cities choose to make, maintain or
market place for sustainability, then retailer functionality must be understood,
and not permitted to ‘happen’ in the background. Cities must recognise which
retailers can deliver social development in a street or risk unsustainability:
place failure, retail retreat, and social decline (Barrow 2010; British Retail
Consortium 2009; Department of the Environment Transport and the Regions,
Boots the Chemists, and The Civic Trust 1999; Great Britain. Department for
Business Innovation and Skills 2011; Great Britain. House of Commons and The
All-Party Parliamentary Small Shops Group 2006; Hulme and New Local
Government Network 2009; Mainstreet SA 2011; New Economics Foundation
et al. 2005; The Corner Shop Project 2010; United Kingdom. Department of
Business Innovation and Skills 2010; DuCharme, Downey, and International
Downtown Association 2011). City sustainability depends upon the
appropriate retailers, sorted and managed by retail leasing and similar
disciplines, to enhance place (Carpenter 1978; Colliers International 2008,
2010; Honig 2001; International Council of Shopping Centers 1999; Shetliffe,
West, and City of Fremantle 2010). Notwithstanding this, retail is also the
opportunity for innovation, creativity and economic development of its own.
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4. Close, but not close enough
If Jacobs is the master who identified how sustainable cities and people
depend on each other, and Florida is the scientist who demonstrates which
cities are attracting the right people, then Jan Gehl is the builder who is making
the cities people want to come to. Gehl is a living architect and with his
Copenhagen based team produce Public Spaces, Public Life studies. These
projects are credited for improving the quality of life in town centres globally.
Given his popularity, his appointment by government is much a political move
as it is a pragmatic one. Gehl’s Public Life, Public Spaces studies are currently
deployed in New York City, London, Rotterdam, Zurich, San Francisco, Seattle,
Chongqing, and in Australia: Melbourne, Perth, Sydney, Adelaide and Hobart
(Gehl Architects 2011).

A Public Life, Public Spaces study includes a reconciliation of activity in the
study area, with recommendations on how to support growth in ‘public life’
(Gehl 1987; Western Australia. Department of Planning and Infrastructure et
al. 2009). Gehl, too, cites Jacobs as a mentor. Jacobs operated in a time where
her observations informed a resistance movement against modernist planning
not yet at its peak. Gehl has extended Jacobs’ study on modernist planning
and created a renovation-rescue package for cities, by offering detailed
analysis of urban infrastructure used for people’s comfort.
‘Why is it that shops are four or five meters apart on
all the good shopping streets all over the world?
Because if you’re walking past, there is a new
experience every four or five seconds, which is ideal
from a stimulus point of view.’
(Gehl, interviewed by Lindsay 2010)
Jan Gehl.
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‘We know more about the habitat of panda bears and mountain gorillas
than we do about cities at eye-level. It’s intriguing why so little research
has been done on the urban habitat of Homo sapiens in urban settings.’
(Gehl, interviewed by Lindsay 2010)
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Skills can be brought to bear to enhance elements of Gehl’s, Florida’s and
Jacobs’ sustainability. These are generated in the retail leasing sphere, in
shopping centres and real estate firms, and are controls or influences over who
occupies what and how they do it (Carpenter 1978; International Council of
Shopping Centers 1999; Western Australia. Department of Planning and
Infrastructure et al. 2009). To revitalise a place, appreciating this level of
control at least can assist in developing society, culture, economy and ecology
more quickly. Promised, vital new developments of ‘failed’ shops
disappointingly withhold sustainability for a city, because of bureaucratic
blindness to retail place management. There is visibility in the retail landscape
beyond only creating fertile places and anticipating every shop to be ideal.

Joe Ottone in Remedy. Market Street, Fremantle, 2011. Source the author
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Gehl’s narrative, too, includes the shopkeeper and the street full of varied
shops operating in harmony, but there is no language on the management of
retail uses within a town centre so an ideal retail street can occur. Gehl’s story
includes building the perfect place for people so to attract social, cultural,
economic, and environmental development, but the landscape of retailers is
not investigated, other than occasional recommendations for cafes, for the
added public service they provide in infrastructure and public space (Western
Australia. Department of Planning and Infrastructure et al. 2009).
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The Manchester Metropolitan University is the only
university in the world offering a Masters in Place
Management, where Cathy Parker is Professor of Marketing
and Retail Enterprise. She is also Development Director for
the Institute of Place Management and the editor-in-chief
of the Journal of Place Management and Development.
Parker’s predominant research interests also include ‘the
demise of the independent retail sector’ (Parker 2011). It’s
Professor Cathy Parker
telling that the professor delivering the only Masters in
Place Management in the world should have specialisations
including retail and the sustainability of independent retailers. Parker names
the discipline of making places better ‘place management’ and within that:
place making, place maintenance and place marketing (Parker 2009). Jacobs,
Florida and Gehl all argue that place is critical for economic sustainability.
Adding Parker, all proponents substantiate claims of a link between regional
vitality, social and economic vitality and place management. Parker’s dual
interests of place management and the independent retail sector are linked for
a reason: retail can be the leading character in the theatre of places within
cities (United Kingdom. Department of Business Innovation and Skills 2010;
The Rocks and Circular Quay 2007; Perth City Focus Incoporated 2008; New
Economics Foundation et al. 2005; Hulme and New Local Government Network
2009; Great Britain. House of Commons and The All-Party Parliamentary Small
Shops Group 2006; Great Britain. Department for Business Innovation and
Skills 2011; Friesecke 2006; City of Unley 2003; City of Melbourne, State
Government of Victoria, and Melbourne Retail Advisory Board 2010;
Chanthadavong 2010). However there is little evidence of concerted retail
place management in town centres around the world as expected in a
shopping centre environment. It may be there is mistrust that the two can
ever import innovations between them. However, ignoring elements that
retail leasing, as in a shopping centre, can bring to a city minimises the
opportunity for sustainable transport, sustainable housing and sustainable
urban design, in my view, among other things. The contrast between proactive
retail leasing and other sustainability efforts in town centres is worryingly
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5. Place gets a name. Place gets a voice.
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Rokeby Road, Subiaco. June 2008. Source: the author.
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disproportionate given the evidence that people, places and retail harmonise
to enhance regions.
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6. How a place can kill you

‘ … Latinos, who represent about 25 percent of the city population and
are disproportionately poor and sick, accounted for only 2 percent of the
heat-related deaths ... Chicago's Latinos tend to live in neighbourhoods
with high population density, busy commercial life in the streets, and
vibrant public spaces.’ (Klinenberg 2002)
Klinenberg made the link between busy commercial life, vibrant public spaces
and survival. Neighbourhoods with failed commercial streets suffered
disproportionally. Klinenberg found that the more fortunate communities had
a high proportion of people interacting in public places: stepping in to a shop
when their apartment air conditioning failed; visiting neighbours or strangers
to check if they’re OK; or strolling in the cooler night-time air in darker hours
due to a safer night-life. In contrast, ‘spontaneous community contact’ was
less frequent in the neighbourhoods with depressed retail centres. Fear to go
out at night or even to open their own apartment windows were cited as
reasons why heat related illness and death were highest in the ‘bad’
neighbourhoods. In these areas, preventable deaths were highest, and
included the ‘most isolated in society’ such as elderly men, dying alone in their
homes (Klinenberg 2002; University of Chicago Press 2002). It follows that
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In the summer of 1995 a heat wave gripped Chicago with devastating
consequences. Sustained temperatures over a week, near to 41 degrees
Celsius, shocked the ordinarily cold city. Electricity grids failed, and some areas
were left without power. Apartment buildings ‘baked like ovens’, the heat
made the ‘city’s roads buckle’ and thereafter ‘train rails warped’ (University of
Chicago Press 2002). Overwhelmed with heatstroke-sufferers, twenty-three
hospitals closed their doors. Overall, the heat wave was attributed as the
cause of between 465 to 739 preventable fatalities in Chicago that week, plus
thousands of heat-related illnesses (Klinenberg 2002). Afterward, Mr Eric
Klinenberg commenced an enquiry into the city’s public services. What he
discovered was that the fatalities were not evenly spread over the city, and so
he deviated his investigation into why some neighbourhoods coped better than
others. In his own words:

19

vibrant street life is of most service to the vulnerable - their vulnerability is
exaggerated by poorly managed retail places. This demonstrates the depth of
influence good retail place-management could have within society.
This chapter has proposed the acute effect of a poorly performing commercial
area has on neighbourhood. A city’s retail streets, if properly cultivated, return
care to the community. This paper warns that retail vibrancy is not just ‘filled,’
vacant shops, but appropriately selected clusters of retail activity which are
chosen to enhance the area’s social development. If retail places are managed
well, a region can be protected from preventable shocks, as the vibrant
neighbourhoods of Chicago have shown.

Fremantle town centre, Australia. 2010.
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Rotherham town centre, England. 2010.
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7. Why does the British government want shops to improve in city centres?
In 2005, the New Economic Foundation created the neologism ‘clonetown’ and
released its Clone Town Britain survey report, saying ‘the report released
people’s deep sense of unease about the increasing uniformity of our high
streets’ (New Economics Foundation et al. 2005). One pithy statement on the
New Economic Foundation’s website says, ‘The French term for the expansion
of identical chain stores is 'la Londonization'’ (New Economics Foundation
2011).

Shops in Nottingham, England. 2009.

‘Real local shops have been replaced by swathes of identikit chain stores
that seem to spread like economic weeds … Retail spaces once filled
with a thriving mix of independent butchers, newsagents, tobacconists,
pubs, bookshops, greengrocers and family-owned general stores are
becoming filled with faceless supermarket retailers, fast-food chains,
and global fashion outlets. Many town centres that have undergone
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‘A home town is a place that retains its individual character and is
instantly recognisable and distinctive to the people who live there, as
well as those who visit. A clone town is a place that has had the
individuality of its high street shops replaced by a monochrome strip of
global and national chains that means its retail heart could easily be
mistaken for dozens of other bland town centres across the country.’
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substantial regeneration have lost their sense of place and the
distinctive facades of their high streets …’ (New Economics Foundation
et al. 2005)
On the 21st of May, 2011, UK-celebrity retail-reality TV star, Mary Portas of
Mary, Queen of Shops issued a release confirming she had been appointed by
the British government to coordinate an ‘independent review into the future
of the high street’ (Portas 2011). Here is the British government appointing a
retail expert to investigate the sustainability of town centres.
‘… the aim being ‘to identify what government, local authorities and
businesses can do to promote the development of more prosperous and
diverse High Streets.’ (Portas 2011)

‘Empty High Streets are a blight on the local economy. Vacant shops are
also a wasted opportunity with far reaching consequences. When goods
and services start to disappear, our sense of community can be
weakened and undermined. It is vital therefore that we examine what
steps can be taken to revitalise and reinvigorate High Street shopping
centres across the country.’ (Great Britain. Department for Business
Innovation and Skills 2011)
Prime Minister David Cameron said:
‘The High Street should be at the very heart of every community,
bringing people together, providing essential services and creating jobs
and investment; so it is vital that we do all that we can to ensure they
thrive.’ (Great Britain. Department for Business Innovation and Skills
2011)
‘Save our shops’ is a campaign led by The Evening Standard newspaper in
London, dating to 2007. It is an argument about the world’s independent
retailers. ‘London has lost 7,000 independent shops or family-owned business
in the last six years’ (The Evening Standard 2007).
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The UK Deputy Prime Minister, Mr Nick Clegg says:
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‘The campaign has been backed by thousands of businesses, consumers,
MPs and even royalty. Less than a fortnight after its launch, Prince
Charles told a CBI conference that small shops must remain a central
part of our economy to generate ‘wealth and employment’.

In the UK, it is demonstrated that the economic and social sustainability of
towns all over the country is dependent on the ‘health’ of independent, ‘small’
shops (small to medium enterprises: SMEs) in town centres (New Economics
Foundation et al. 2005; The New Statesman 2007; United Kingdom.
Department of Business Innovation and Skills 2010; Great Britain. House of
Commons and The All-Party Parliamentary Small Shops Group 2006; Hulme
and New Local Government Network 2009).
The Evening Standard survey results showed 41% of the 103 British towns
surveys were clone towns, with a further 26% at risk of becoming one. Portas
cites a vacancy rate in Britain’s town centres of 14% - up from 6% three years
ago:
‘The Comet chain is up for sale and this week Mothercare announced
closure of 110 branches. But it’s not just the shops that are going from
the high streets; banks and post offices are disappearing too. As they
go, we lose a feeling of community because the high street is the heart
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‘A victory came almost immediately, when the Government announced
it would scrap tax breaks for landlords who keep retail premises empty
… In June this year, 39 MPs from all parties welcomed our 18-month
long campaign and signed an early day motion calling for the
Government and councils to do more to protect and encourage small
retailers. It warned that, ‘If planning policy is not changed, the
remaining small shops that give high streets their character will vanish …
Since then the campaign has gone from strength to strength, securing
both the future of Queens Market in Upton Park, one of London's bestknown ethnic markets, and an array of award-winning independent food
retailers in Northcote Road.’ (The Evening Standard 2007)
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of a town. And, as high streets empty, the crime rate increases.’ (Portas
2011)

The chapter argues the case that there is a correlation between a quality retail
environment in town centres and the economic health of a region. This
chapter demonstrates the difficulty many British towns are having with
‘clonetown-ism’ and the cultural impacts of a decline in independent
businesses. The stories demonstrate the requirement for high street shopping
and small to medium enterprises to be thriving in appropriate proportions for
the entire country to function properly. Description of retail malaise includes a
lack of vitality, interestingness, distinctiveness, innovation or creativity. The
UK government has demonstrated that it recognises correlations between city
retail, social and economic development, sustainability, and quality of life.
Having determined this, the UK government has turned to retail strategists to
improve sustainability. Portas is one.

Mary Portas.
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The New Economic Foundations’ research found that 30,000 local outlets,
including grocers, pubs, and post offices, closed between 1995 and 2000 (New
Economics Foundation et al. 2005). England’s The Sun newspaper reports the
highest vacancy rate is the town of Hull, with 601 shops empty, or 27% (The
Sun 2010). Portas has it as Margate, at 37.4% (Portas 2011).
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This work is informed by my experience as a retail leasing agent in Perth,
Western Australia, over the last ten years. Retail leasing was my livelihood
exclusively for about five and a half years of this time, until mid-2010. It was
commission based work, with payment only being received at the close of
lease execution, tenant possession and the fulfilment of special conditions
relating to building work. I worked wherever I wanted. I chose to work in
Perth’s town centres; this includes the Perth CBD; Northbridge; Oxford Street,
Leederville; Rokeby Road, Subiaco; Bay View Terrace, Claremont, Fremantle;
and approximately twenty others. I chose these locations because they were
the most pleasant places to work in the metropolitan area. Most of my
meetings were held on-street, among the charms of street-life, as I Iistened
about trends affecting shops, customers, places and retail – topics everybody
seemed to want to talk about. Fundamentally, my aim was to market a
property or a region to retailers. It became clear to me that the best way to do
this was to become an expert on the landlord’s requirements, the potential
tenant’s requirements, and the places, being the town centres, so I could
coordinate alignment between them. This would be joyous sport of its own,
but it is made delicate because the alignment could only occur when
‘opportunity,’ such as a vacancy was pending, and all parties could sustain
pleasant-headedness through a process of ‘conception’ which could take up to
two years. It’s hard. Throughout this period, I amounted a contact repertoire
of about 4,500 potential leasing tenants and 1,500 landlords. I collated data
on which town centre each tenant wanted to consider, which retail category
the tenant fitted into (of about 30 categories), their size requirements in
square metres and whether they were a ‘start-up’, a retailer with ‘one or two
shops’, or a ‘chain’ with three or more. Further discrimination was made,
including differentiation between a local chain (example Flanel) and a national
chain (example Witchery), franchises (Subway) and company-owned shops
(McDonalds), (the former has local investment and management, the latter
generally does not). I also determined the difference between a café, lunch
bars and restaurant (their predominant offer occurs at breakfast, lunch or
dinner), a small bar and a pub, a designer versus a reseller of apparel, discount
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8. A retail leasing agent’s perspective on shopping centres, city centres,
managing people for place, store vacancies, and the perfect tenant
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versus mid-priced versus aspiration-apparel, and more. The upshot is that a
filter can be applied to determine how many potential lunch bar operators
were looking for a site in South Perth (3) or how many chain stores in ladies
fashion are looking for Subiaco (8). This allows a much more ready approach
when the ‘stars align’ and appropriate sites become available. Considering the
lead in time of up to two years, the network of town centres and the specific
requirements of interested parties, potent insights are learned on why some
town centres are more resilient and sustainable than others. I kept similar
records on property – their sizes, owners, rents currently paid, lease expiry
dates, were there any options to renew?, next market rent review and floor
plans. All this information neatly intersects with the needs of retailers and, I
claim, must be apparent if a town centre wants to increase its sustainability. If
this information is not handy, retailers can lose interest or be attracted
elsewhere where the information (leadership) is clearer (Carpenter 1978;
Florida 2008; International Council of Shopping Centers 1999; Shetliffe, West,
and City of Fremantle 2010). Shopping centres perform this function of lease
management expertly. Because shopping centres have a single landlord
structure, communication with retailers who contribute to the centre’s
sustainability can include as much holistic information on the performance of
the centre as is demanded. Information and services a shopping-centre
landlord can discuss with its potential tenants are: foot traffic figures; store
turnover figures; maintenance and security programs; promotional programs;
shop sizes; upcoming availabilities; or neighbouring tenants (adjacencies).
These can be discussed in the level of detail or combination that suits the
potential tenant and in themselves are a form of centre marketing - they
display leadership, agility and partnering. The shopping centre owners take
feedback from potential tenants in order to grow their portfolio of data and
knowledge. (New developments include tracking individual customer travel
within a shopping centre by taking a signal from their mobile phone.) (Beonic
2011). Town centres must begin to provide the human resources and
technological support so retailers who can add to a centre’s sustainability have
relevant information to maintain their interest. This can enable a city to use
retailers as change agents. In discussions over city sustainability and the threat
of out-of-town, purpose built, single landlord, shopping centres, retail leasing
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is frequently raised. The proposal is that shopping centres’ most considerable
advantage is that they can control the balance of businesses uses, due to the
universal control of all premises by the one party (the shopping centre owner).
This is usually accompanied by lament that the town centre cannot possibly
compete with a shopping centre as this paradigm will never be repeated in
town. Various landlords, each seeking their own benefits, means that the
town centre cannot proactively ‘play chess’ with the elements in the centre as
a shopping centre does, by making a sacrifice in one area for a gain in another.
This argument is usually rooted in the belief that retail leasing is only
coordinating retail uses to create a ‘whole’, such as in a shopping centre.
There is a reasonable conclusion that town centres cannot provide that
function given there are multiple landlords who have disparate propertyinvestment requirements. However, I propose that this sensation of
helplessness interferes with the retail planning a town centre ought to do. A
reaction of surprise to a piece of retail misfortune in a town centre, such as a
significant vacancy is a symptom of this (Foster 2011a, 2011b). It’s my
observation that vacancies are expected in the paradigm of the retail leasing
profession. Therefore, retail leasing agents routinely scour their own centres,
the region and the nation for opportunity. The need to provide for the
shopping centre’s future vacancies means retailers are always proactively
sourced. Shopping centres have a team which do only this, full-time, plus the
negotiation and settling of leasing contracts. Whilst performing this function
the agent relates to potential retailers and brings their intelligence to bear on
the sustainability of a centre. Their need (and interest) in retail activity
everywhere also informs their strategy to be sustainable beyond the mere
attraction of tenants. Retailers’ individual, future requirements and opinions
on other retailers, landlords, shopping centres and locations, buildings,
shopfronts, technology, marketing and more can be disseminated.
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18 St Quentin Avenue, Claremont – after a
change of retailer.

Just as a forest has much going on that cannot be seen to the naked eye, a
town centre has a retail ecology, with much invisible activity other than the
changing of shopfronts. This ecology includes the constant interchange of
relationships among customers, business owners, retail trends, economies,
government, people, land use and place management. Each tenant has
different motivations which are varied and are not tied exclusively to the
opportunity to make money in their trade. Just as the selection of a new home
involves many different factors, so too does the selection of a premises for a
shop. Other than to make money, my observation has been that motivations
of retailers include: to develop their professional skills by being near their
mentors; to demonstrate a threat by being near their competitors; to brand
their business appropriately due to the association with elements of the
location such as adjacencies, catchment or the built form (some retailers
particularly co-habit in heritage shopfronts, for example); to wind their
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18 St Quentin Avenue, Claremont – before.
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(Before). Unless a street receives expert retail attention there is a risk that blight can enter as vacancies arise.
20 Rokeby Road, Subiaco. March 2009. Source: the author.
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business down due to retirement or to prepare the business for sale; to access
to a better landlord-tenant relationship (i.e. better security of tenure); to be in
a more convenient location due to changing life circumstances such as children
changing schools or a home relocation. Retail leasing is matching those
motivations to the opportunities within a centre. To do so enhances the
sustainability of the centre as the bonds between the retailer and the centre
are more secure. Retail leasing – predominantly concerned with finding the
next tenant – is a practice which brings understanding to all of these factors
and is a discipline which is suited to supporting the sustainability strategy of a
region. A win in retail leasing is to secure the ‘perfect tenant’. This is not
always a major or trophy tenant, such as Apple or Gucci; it is the tenant who
creates the next building block to the sustainability of the region.
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A possible argument is that retail leasing for the purpose of entering into
leasing contracts is only one function of a larger centre-sustainability role. The
sustainability role involves bringing communities of business and retailers from
all areas, locally and abroad, through the paradigm of the centre’s
sustainability-agenda and the personal and metanarratives of the participating
actors and other stage pieces. A lease or contract between those actors whose
stories collide and bond is simply the ‘end-game’. A sustainability strategy for
a city, therefore, must provide a manner to implement constant retail leasing
activity, where the stories in the marketplace and the stories in the centre can
make the ‘perfect matches’ where possible. This is finding the ‘perfect tenant’.
It is also accelerating personal contact among change-makers in a community,
with the positive effect of faster development in a place’s creativity,
innovation, and technology than its competitors (City of Fremantle 2011;
Florida 2008; Jacobs 1961, 1969; Landry 2006; University of California 2008). A
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(After). 20 Rokeby Road, Subiaco. November 2009. Retailer’s roles can include street side improvement over
and above what a local government or landlord can pay for on their own. Source: the author.
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With the appropriate retailer nearby, a street’s design details receive enhancement, protection and
maintenance. Budapest 2009. Source: the author.
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town centre with insular, singular retail leasing marketing strategies and a
wait-and-see approach to vacancies is therefore less competitive and can
cruelly lead to misled communities of inappropriate retail mixes, and
potentially spiralling vacancies, which can lead to boarded up or abandoned
streets which are credibly cited as leading to civil blight. Retail leasing is a
central service to the retail community as it provides information on real
property plus other elements of the ecology which a retailer needs in all
centres to make their decisions. A town centre with retail leasing services at
hand will put itself at the seat of wisdom which will inform the centre on its
sustainability, which is a critical feedback loop in order to be competitive,
resilient and sustainable, as well as finding the perfect tenant. It can be
claimed that shopping centres have the additional intelligence received from
retail leasing activity and the ability to act on it. Town centres rarely do, as
leasing occurs in singular events and by too many disparate practitioners
(Perth City Focus Incoporated 2008, 10). Town centres must equip themselves
with the skills of retail leasing if they are to fulfil their own briefs to create
vibrant, thriving retail centres and economies.
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It is fair to argue that someone who practises exclusively in the field of retail
leasing must always be sourcing new tenants to provide for the next potential
vacancy or to provide for several vacancies currently on the market, or coming
up. Merely waiting for a retailer to walk past the ‘for lease’ sign – the ‘wait
and see’ approach – is unsustainable, yet this is what occurs in much leasing
transaction activity in town centres. To this point this paper has demonstrated
the link between retail shops, economic and social blight, and economic and
social vitality. It has also examined the world’s leadings practitioners on city
sustainability and confirmed that retail is a constant in their teachings. The
British Government, the New Economic Foundation and Prince Charles are
adamant, today, that the sustainability of their country is tied to the
performance of independent, or small, shops. What was not illustrated, but
may be evident, is that retail leasing is almost exclusively carried on by private
parties, in a litigious environment: the real estate industry. This leaves us with
the paradox: how can the public sector, responsible for the delivery of a
sustainability-promise, with a vibrant public life including the backdrop of
shopfronts supporting and enhancing place and the overall economy, deliver
us the shops?
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A shopping centre usually is well advanced in the planning of the next possible
tenant and is linking that to their planned sustainability outcomes. Whilst it is
true that coordinating the retail uses across a whole town centre as a shopping
centre does is unrealistic, this paper continues that the benefits of retail
leasing bring more than that. Retail leasing is an essential tool to harness
economic, social and cultural revitalisation. This paper advocates for retail
leasing to be inserted into sustainability strategies, and can be a part of the
growing, place management profession. Retail leasing includes place making the development of shopfronts and new urban realms through the leasing of
vacancies. It is also place marketing: the retail leasing agent’s activity
promoting a city and its places to retailers; and incumbent businesses’ activity
in marketing the city for the benefit of their business. Additionally, retail
leasing is a tool to support environmental sustainability. The retail industry can
demonstrate leadership in its influence over transport, food security,
construction, energy use, and public relations.
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9. Can a place manager help? Local governments get cracking

“The primary aim of town centre management is to create active
partnerships and broad networks to develop a healthy and sustainable
environment that involves and benefits all of its stakeholders. The town
centre is an economic competitive location and the public and private
sectors have an equal interest in its prosperity – the private sector for
reasons of investment and the public sector through the need for an
environment that all sectors of the community value”. (Association of
Town Centre Management 2011)
‘Managing the conversation’ is an analogy described by Seth Grossman in 2006
to describe superior place management, particularly in retail environments
(Grossman 2006). Grossman writes that people always have an internal
dialogue (the ‘conversation’) which is, in effect, sensory feedback from the
environment around them. An example of a ‘conversation’ is: A person visits a
place and feels uncomfortable due to the behaviour of some people nearby,
such as swearing, spitting or littering. To ‘manage the conversation’ is to note
the person’s response and then act upon it. In this case, it could include better
supervision of public spaces. The result is the conversation the person has
with themselves as they use the space is more ‘I like this place!’ and less, ‘Let’s
get out of here and don’t come back!’. This supports Gehl’s arguments linking
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The Australian International Cities and Town Institute and Australia’s
Mainstreet Organisation are not-for-profit bodies, who have among their
discussions the relationship between town centres and shopping centres and
how to apply retail leasing to make town centres more resilient (Mainstreet SA
2011). Such examinations feed upward to regional development agencies to
inform state-wide sustainability strategy. Similarly, the Association of Town
Centre Management in the United Kingdom is ‘Europe's largest membership
organisation dedicated to helping town and city centres realise their natural
roles both as prosperous locations for business and investment, and as focal
points for vibrant, inclusive communities.’ (Association of Town Centre
Management 2011). Their position on town centres and their management is
summarised on their website:
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city sustainability to high quality urban design for people’s active use (Gehl
1987; Western Australia. Department of Planning and Infrastructure et al.
2009); and Florida’s principals of economic development: the good jobs are
moving to the cities that people want to be in (Florida 2005, 2008; Florida,
Gulden, and Mellander 2009; University of California 2008). Thousands of acts
of management must occur each year to sustain a place which is to enhance a
region’s economic and social sustainability (Broberg and USA. National
Association of Realtors 2011; City of Fremantle 2011). Managing a place is also
an attribute of a great retailer, who constantly surveys their shop and amends
the elements within it to create a pleasing whole. Great retailers and the
specialists that assist them on locating places to trade, such as retail leasing
agents, have valuable experience and proven accuracy at recording the
responses of others, but they do not always have the authority to act within a
public place. Managing the conversation is available to organisations that have
executive control over a large place, such as a shopping centre owner.
However, it can still be recognised by local government as a tool to assist
managing city spaces and the transition of shops through real property. The
recognition of the ‘conversation’ and the delivery of a response is a service that
people ought to receive from a town centre. However, local governments,
who are currently ‘in charge’ of the places in cities rarely allocate the staff and
resources to do so. As a result, maintaining patronage is a sustained problem
cited by town centres (Barrow 2010; Blackwell 2004; British Retail Consortium
2009; Dorritie 2010; Friesecke 2006; Great Britain. House of Commons and The
All-Party Parliamentary Small Shops Group 2006; Grossman 2008; Gruen 1965;
Hall 2009; Houstoun, Urban Land Institute., and International Downtown
Association. 2003; Hoyt 2004; Hoyt and Gopal-Agge 2007; Morçöl 2006;
Morçöl and Wolf 2010; New Economics Foundation et al. 2010; Hulme and
New Local Government Network 2009; Portas 2011; Shetliffe, West, and City of
Fremantle 2010; Sim, Yu, and Malone-Lee 2002; The Corner Shop Project 2010;
The Evening Standard 2007; The New Statesman 2007; The Sun 2010; United
Kingdom. Department of Business Innovation and Skills 2010). This is not only
a complaint for retailers: without the constant comings and goings of people in
public spaces, the creativity and innovation which is necessary all forms of
sustainability, particularly regional economic renewal, cannot occur, as Jacobs
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Activity follows leased shops. Torun, Poland. 2009. Source: the author.

‘Place manager’ as a local government role is appearing more, and the Institute
of Place Management in the UK along with Parker at the Manchester
Metropolitan University deliberate on place management industry strategies,
including education and accreditation. In Western Australia alone the state
land-development agency, Landcorp, and the East Perth Redevelopment
Authority have both appointed place management professionals in their
organisations in the last two years to enhance the places they create after
they’re made. Like most place making activity, these agencies and others in
the private and public development sphere rely heavily on a promise of retail
vibrancy upon the delivery of their projects (City of Fremantle 2007; City of
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and Florida argue (Florida 2005, 2008; Florida and Mellander 2007; Jacobs
1961, 1969; Hospers 2006). This is further evidence that vital retail places
support regional economic competitiveness and sustainability, above the mere
exchange of goods.
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320 Barker Road, Subiaco – before. July 2006. Source: the author.
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Ballarat 2010; The Rocks and Circular Quay 2007). It has become so ubiquitous
that nearly every revitalisation effort proposed in Western Australia mentions
vibrancy along with the addition of cafés and other retail activities to
demonstrate their promised success (City of Swan 2009, for an example). With
such dependency upon retail and with an economic environment (post ‘GFC’)
where reduced retail investment minimises the opportunities to fulfil the
retail-vibrancy promise, the community requires retail leasing expertise to
assist in the sustainability of these projects at least. Sustainable retail leasing
can be an element of place management, and must be a consideration of
experience and education when discussing outcomes for the world’s local
governments and their place managers. As place management gains
momentum and funding in Australia, the retail leasing skills found in the
property sector could inform the place management process as well as provide
constant retail leasing support. If not anything else, this represents an efficient
use of future place management human-resources. The property sector,
particularly retail, can therefore provide a good future source of place making
professionals, bringing this expertise into the public sphere, even if it cannot
be executed like within the private sector. This paper goes on to argue that
the skills of retail leasing cannot only be involved in attracting tenants to
enhance the sustainability of a centre or project, but that the process can be
indispensable as a place management strategy.
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Local governments are recognising they have a role in managing the micro
elements of a city’s places that have a large impact on people (City of Swan
2009; Grand Central Partnership 2008; GVA Grimley Ltd 2010; Western
Australian Planning Commission and Government of Western Australia 2006).
However, it is important to suggest that a sustainable town centre requires
more than place management in the public realm. People’s reasonable
demands include responses, supervision and management over elements
which local governments may think they can’t control, even with a place
manager employed. How does a place manager respond to demands for
certain types of shops; certain customer services expectations; shopfront
design; merchandising; or advertising voices and branding? A more ambitious
structure than a place manager alone has grown throughout the world and I
propose that this structure will play the greatest role in contributing to retail
vitality in the Australian cities and towns in the next ten years. It is called a
business improvement district, or BID.
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320 Barker Road, Subiaco – after. January 2007. Source: the author.
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10. BIDs: the politically sustainable option
Nearly all BIDs mirror the claim this paper makes: to support and even lead a
city’s social and economic sustainability, the retail core must be appropriately
performing.

The world’s first BID was conceived by the business people of the area to
combat out-of-town shopping centres and suburbanisation. The participants in
Bloor West sought to coordinate management of their area in response to
declining economic and social conditions, first recognised by the retailers. The
focus of their coordination, and of BIDs worldwide since, are essentially the
place making, place maintenance and place marketing elements recognised by
Parker (Houstoun, Urban Land Institute., and International Downtown
Association. 2003; Friesecke 2006; Levy 2006; Hoyt 2004). Unlike a place
manager employed by local government, a BID has the elements that a singlelandlord shopping centre has ‘gifted’ to them in their circumstances of
executive control over a centre (Davies 1997; Hogg, Medway, and Warnaby
2003; Perth City Focus Incoporated 2008). BIDs achieve this by their
governance structure, which is business-led, not-for-profit and dependent
upon occasional re-ballots by the business community. BIDs are the politically
sustainable approach to retail place management. Since Bloor West Village in
Toronto, 1970, the world has added approximately 1,700 BIDs. New York City
has about 65 BIDs, London, about 20 (Friesecke 2006; GVA Grimley Ltd 2010).
As the quote from Bloor West suggests, businesses are asking the local
authority to levy a charge across a whole area for them to administer in a
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‘Is it possible that someone went to City Hall asking permission to do
something and offer to pay for it on their own? Our businessmen did
and the cost of all these improvements is added to their business tax bill
every year through a special arrangement made with the city. The area
now has a bright new name to complement its image, ‘the Bloor West
Village’. It belongs to the residents of Ward One who should enjoy it
and patronize the businesses that made it possible. After all, there are
other parts of the city that want one like it.’ Alderman Boytchuk
describing the world’s first BID, in 1971 (from Hoyt 2004).
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To give the community an
opportunity to opt out if the
BID is no longer welcome, a
BID only continues if a reballot is successful after its
first operating term.
Therefore, a BID's
sustainability is dependent
upon the continued,
formalised support of the
business community in an
Eric Chu in his restaurant, Edo Sushi, at 320 Barker Road, Subiaco.
area – not the local
Source: the author.
government (Morçöl 2006).
The Nationwide BIDs Survey 2010 for UK and Ireland (Godfrey et al. 2010)
found that since their introduction in 2005 to the UK, 102 BIDs had begun. The
survey noted that all of the sixteen which had come up for re-election were
voted back in, suggesting the enduring support this structure provides. A BID is
funded through the taxation mechanisms of local government, but only after a
positive vote by the constituents in the levy area based upon the BID, or
proposed BID's business plan. Once enacted, a BID is a business-led
organisation, operating as a not-for-profit, which may employ its own
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manner audited and approved by the majority of a business community. One
of the first acts BIDs usually consider is the appropriate focus of existing public
resources which bear upon a city (Blackman 2008). Local government placemanagement services, such as infrastructure repair and replacement, can
confidently accept direction from a BID knowing that the responsibility of
community consultation within the BID area has been satisfied (Dorritie 2010;
Grossman 2008). Because of this, governments have begun encouraging the
business community to begin BIDs, as the coordinated voices of retailers within
an area, with money to spend of their own, has proven a focus for
government, too (Blackwell 2004). BIDs are the next biggest place
management organisation in a city after the local government, and are opening
up advantages to retail business improvement that neither could do on their
own.
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Another advantage that BIDs have proved to attract is the ability to receive
third party funding that local government or merchants association cannot
(Godfrey et al. 2010). The University of Ulster and British BIDs Nationwide
Survey of 2010 reported that, of the 60 BIDs participating in the survey, an
average of 40% of their income was derived from outside organisations who
invested in the BID business plans. These organisations included local
government itself and transport authorities who saw the benefit of deviating
their resources toward the BID rather than expending the money themselves.
Funds over and above BID levies raised approximately £8,900,000 in the
2009/10 financial year for the UK BIDs in the study, all to be spent within retail
precincts in the UK’s town centres (Godfrey et al. 2010).
A shopping centre takes executive control of place management because there
is no distribution of this responsibility as found in a city centre where local
government, businesses and other participants each play their part. This
demonstrates that retail place management is benefited when implemented
by an executive. BIDs, on a performance based structure and free from the
political conditions of local government, can enact the best practices of
shopping centres where possible. By allocating more elements of town-centre
place management to an executive, successfully attracting people to enhance
city and regional sustainability becomes easier (Davies 1997; Dorritie 2010;
GVA Grimley Ltd 2010).
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professionals – place managers and retail property professionals have been
touted as probable candidates (Brooks and Strange 2011; Friesecke 2006;
Brooks 2007). A BID is also described by what it is not. It is not a merchants
association. Merchant associations usually depend on volunteer contributions
from members in time and resources. This leads to ‘free-riding’ (even if
unintentional) by beneficiaries in a territory who do not wish to participate
(Brooks 2007; Hoyt and Gopal-Agge 2007; Davies 1997) Voluntary
participation means that the resources of the merchants’ association are
always threatened, which make a BID the more sustainable and effective
option.
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In conclusion, BIDs are an enduring from of public-private partnership, aligned
with the retail community and encouraged by government concern in a region
for economic and social sustainability. The specialised skills which BIDs can
adapt to place management in town centres, retail vitality and ultimately
regional sustainability are those which are elemental within the ‘shopping
centre management industry’. Further, as a form of sustainable governance
BIDs are prolific internationally - demonstrated by their emphatic win-loss
record on historical, community re-ballots. BIDs are acting as a business-led,
sustainable form of governance in town centres, and are ‘pinching’ the
smartest ideas used by successful shopping centres for their own distinctive
ends, and competing with shopping centres where necessary.
In order to address the necessary balances in town centres where ‘retail mix’ is
concerned, it appears that cities are turning to BIDs. A local government area
of about 30,000 in Western Australia is, too: the City of Fremantle.
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BIDs are credited with providing elements previously missing from town
centres to contribute to, or lead, revitalisation (Heart of London Business
Alliance 2009; London Development Agency and Greater London Authority
2010; Davies 1997). By bringing current retail business management skills,
drawn from the local, active, retail and business community into the
management of an area, a BID structure enrols the business community whilst
enhancing their capabilities and assets (Hoyt and Gopal-Agge 2007; Levy 2011).
The retail community - arguably with a more sensitive and accurate radar to
read the conversation than a government employee, and also present within
the BID-area on a daily basis - immediately provides the necessary, competitive
research and activity to influence city places. As demonstrated, even without
adding money of their own, BIDs are directing City resources to elements of
place management endorsed by the community for business improvement,
and the local authority can proceed in the knowledge that community support
is present.
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This chapter focus on the City of Fremantle in Western Australia, who proposes
that the business community adopt a BID to commence operations on 1 July
2012. This recommendation came from the Fremantle Retail Model Plan 2010
(Shetliffe, West, and City of Fremantle 2010), which can track its genesis to
fears generated by the message in state government pronouncements in 2009.
In 2009 the West Australian State Government released its Directions 2031
paper which implies the trajectory of future allocations of state-government
money and other resources. Within Directions 2031 an ‘activity centre’
hierarchy in the Perth metropolitan area is set. Perth, the capital city, occupies
first position. No one occupies the second position, called Primary Centre
(‘While there are currently no centres that perform a primary centre function,
this classification is retained as an aspirational target.’) (Western Australian
Planning Commission 2010, 35). The City of Fremantle occupies equal-third
position, ‘Strategic Metropolitan Centre’, with seven other centres. This was a
blow to Fremantle, which considers itself as Perth’s second city and very much
was so, once. This was confirmed by Lino Iacomella, deputy director of the
Property council of Australia (WA division) at the City of Fremantle and
Fremantle Chamber of Commerce leaders’ luncheon at the Esplanade Hotel on
March 31, 2011. To paraphrase Iacomella’s presentation, ‘Fremantle used to
be considered Perth’s second city, but now it is considered a very important
suburb’. The Fremantle Council concluded that in order to be sustainable, it
must fight its way up the state government activity centre hierarchy. The City
of Fremantle Strategic Plan 2010-15 was conceived to ameliorate the loss of
‘status’ Directions 2031 confirmed. An important part of the City’s planned
accent in the Directions 2031 hierarchy is its approach to retail. The Fremantle
strategic plan called for ‘an improved retail sector,’ ‘greater retail spend in
Fremantle,’ ‘20,000sqm of new retail space,’ to ‘attract innovative and creative
new businesses,’ and ‘a new economic development strategy’. In June 2010,
the City convened an Economic Development Working Group of about ten
people, comprised of City officers and members of the business community
including the Fremantle Chamber of Commerce and the Fremantle Port
Authority. Within five months, they had commissioned a major report: the
Fremantle Retail Model Plan 2010. The 131-page report has two principal
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11. A local government’s retail story: shocks, shops, a BID and retail leasing
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recommendations. One is that the City of Fremantle support the
implementation of a business improvement district: a BID.
‘Many cities around the world have identified professional management
as the key area that should have been copied from the shopping centres
when seeking to improve and boost the performance of City centres.’
(Shetliffe, West, and City of Fremantle 2010)
After a further five months, the City of Fremantle Economic Development
Strategy 2011-15 was complete. It was adopted by the City of Fremantle
council on 27 April, 2011, and so will be implemented. One of the nine Actions
is:
‘Implement the Fremantle Retail Model Plan (2010) recommendations
relating to better whole-of-city retail management and coordination.’

‘Seek to establish a BID as identified in the retail model plan,’ and
‘Resource and implement a retail leasing strategy as identified in the
retail model plan.’ (City of Fremantle 2011)
In conclusion, a local government in Western Australia has located retail
leasing at the end of the rope when untangling the requirements to ascend the
state government hierarchy. The precedence is set in West Australian local
government to make the language of retail leasing visible. How it is developed
and implemented is unknown although this paper recommends, with urgency,
that it is not left to language alone. Retail leasing is the opportunity for
demonstrable social and economic vitality, regional competitiveness and other
delicious notions of modern sustainability. A further project may determine if
the City of Fremantle and its Retail Model Plan wrestle ‘retail leasing’ into the
performance it is suited to: the measurement, dissemination and deployment
of all social and economic opportunity that affect a city centre.
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- and the two key tasks relating to this action are:
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12. So, what next? Conclusion

It is not appropriate for only so-called market forces to play-out in mapping the
landscape of retail in cities because the localised and regional influence an
agglomeration of commerce has upon people is one of the most significant
matters in society and, as it has been demonstrated in some circumstances,
civil decline is linked to a failure to manage it. Forest management is a realistic
analogy: experts proactively influence elements in an eco-system to prevent
destruction or heal a region. Left untended, the risks are known to be great –
weeds may thrive inappropriately, erosion can occur, and the landscape’s
fertility can be compromised entirely. Town centres, ‘mainstreets’,
‘downtowns’, ‘high streets’, ‘strip-shopping areas’, ‘central business districts‘
(CBDs) and ‘city centres’ must seek retailers to assist the sustainability of their
region and such they must make themselves available to implement ‘retail
leasing’.
Retail leasing adopts the discrimination necessary (which sometimes is
unpalatable or seemingly untenable in the public sector paradigm) to exploit
the opportunities that retailers can provide to city and regional sustainability.
A further advantage of retail leasing is better social and economic
development because retail leasing - the bringing together of tenants and
properties - is the spine of activity upon which the social and economic needs
of a centre can be measured, read and disseminated. Much more is to be said
about the ‘how to’ of retail leasing, but until then, summary advice is:
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It was several years into my work in Perth’s retail streets before I plotted them
on a map. Like a moon walker is suddenly overcome with care for everything
he surveys below him, so was I as I looked down at the map of dots I had
created. Our retail streets and the town centres they resided in appeared so
accidental and vulnerable. However, cities are deliberate, but their
sustainability has been challenged by an absence of management which is
unique to a cluster of retail shops. Town centres suffer too much from this: an
uncoordinated approach to attracting and retaining good retailers, and a risky
and disappointing mix of poorly managed or unsuitable retail shops for the
street, or the region. In this case, competitiveness is poor and unsustainability
a future possibility.
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1. It is necessary to be aware of retail leasing in a city centre, as a shopping
centre is in theirs. To do this, it is necessary to read the social and economic
landscape in a retail street and connect it to retailers who are chosen because
they can improve upon it.

3. Consider a business improvement district as a resilient international model
to generate community goodwill and retail excellence, without reinventing
government staffing requirements.
This paper concludes that the Western Australian government must
acknowledge the sensitivities of place management in city centres to fulfil
regional social and economic sustainability objectives. Retail leasing is the area
that is most significant in its impact and absence given the demonstrated
effect retail has upon the ‘small change’ of sidewalk contact, the ability of
street level activity to attract highly skilled, mobile people and the
documented devastation that poor retail place management has on a
community. Cities are now being improved by better retail place
management. Processes common to retail experts, which have not been
visible to date, are being investigated by governments who recognise that:
town centres, ‘mainstreets’, ‘downtowns’, ‘high streets’, ‘strip-shopping areas’,
‘central business districts‘ (CBDs) and ‘city centres’ are the source of regional
and national sustainability and the perils in leaving them untended.
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2. The initial resources required are technology and human resources. Initial
technology required will be a framework to hold and disseminate records of:
potential retailers and their needs; customers and how they use the city
centre, including spending, foot traffic, transport and more; premises sizes and
their specific use; and land, landlords and buildings. These elements must be
able to be cross-referenced against each other to explore trends, permit for
innovative interpretations and provide support for arguments concerning retail
vitality. The volumes of data must be able to be matrixed within the same
software platform. The information must be disseminated appropriately and
widely, therefore human resources from the retail property industry, on the
city’s ‘side,’ could be ideal.
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The end.
*

*

Mr Snippy in his shop: Mr Snippy’s Barber Lounge, corner of Hay Street and May Avenue in Subiaco, 2011.
Source: the author.
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